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!BSTRACT
Three-dimensional scanning devices have proved to be invaluable for obtaining
surface data of complex three-dimensional figures and models. In order to allow realtime animation of the scanned models and objects, significant data reduction is required. Several algorithms have been presented in literature to convert the complex 3D
data to simpler polygonal approximations of the surface. All of these methods perform a vast reduction of data while keeping the actual surface information within
certain error bounds. Unfortunately, none of these algorithms is offering any means of
user interaction to incorporate animation requirements into the decimation process.
This paper presents a first approach to incorporate the requirements of non-rigid
object animation into surface meshing based on data from laser range scanning systems.

 )NTRODUCTION
The animation of complex objects which are modeled by polygonal surface meshes
can be seen as geometric transformation of groups of mesh nodes. A common approach
for modeling objects of this type is to create a triangle mesh based on scanned 3D-data
obtained from a solid model of the object. Suitable triangle meshes have to meet two
major requirements. The first goal is to come up with a storage efficient surface representation that approximates the laserscan-data-set within a predefined error range. The
second goal is to provide properties related to the subsequent animation processes. These
properties include triangle shape, mesh node position, mesh node density and required
edges between certain nodes. All of these structural properties determine the range of
feasible animation of the object’s surface in advance. It is intuitively clear that an inappropriate mesh will disallow certain deformations of the surface.
The field of polygon decimation of large models obtained from 3D-scanning devices
has been intensively studied in literature. These methods generate efficient approximations of the original data from laser range scanning systems that fulfill the requirements of
rigid object computer animation. The requirements of non-rigid animation that is based on
temporal surface deformation are not taken into account. The main contributions in the
field of polygon reduction have come from [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
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An animation oriented meshing approach for the special field of virtual actor animation has been presented in [6]. This work uses a generic face mesh which is mapped on
human head scan data. Human faces all share approximately the same location of mouth,
nose, eyes and main face muscles. Since cartoon figures have very exaggerated individual
face proportions, this generic approach produces poor results. Especially for the subtle
field of modeling convincing 3D characters, it remains a challenging task to come up with
an animation based remeshing algorithm working on data from laser range scanning systems.
The first animation meshes for cartoon-like virtual actors have been manually created
using "trial and error". Our software tools merely provided an interface for placing individual nodes on the actor’s scanned surface. The operator was able to link any two nodes
with an edge. Several attempts had to be carried out with this time consuming method
until a suitable surface mesh contained the potential to exhibit the desired deformations
with a minimal total number of mesh nodes.
After several failed attempts to generate optimal meshes, the animator generally acquires an intuitive knowledge about how to create an optimal mesh. A formalization of this
knowledge is the first step towards an automatic and therefore time saving approach of
the generation of meshes for animation.
This paper contains a formalization of the structural properties of a mesh. A software
concept for computer supported animation-mesh design is developed based on this formalization and results of its implementation will be discussed.

 2EQUIREMENTS OF !NIMATION TO -ESH 'ENERATION
An optimal mesh respects a number of implicit lines
that are approximated by nodes and their connecting
edges. Two types of lines appear in a mesh. The first
type describes the defining and most strongly transformed surface points of the animation. The transformation
of neighboring mesh nodes appears to depend on the
animation line nodes and its strength declines with their
distance. Other animation lines describe skin-like folds
that result from nearby deformations (Figure 1).
We will call these lines ANIMATION LINES and use them
as the key concept for the formal description of the
optimal mesh structure. The animation lines are intended to form a simple and intuitive formal description of
Figure 1: Expression "Grin" dethe animation requirements to the mesh. With this conforms the surface mesh with implicept we will now postulate the optimal properties of an
cit animation lines.
animation mesh:
1. The mesh elements are triangles. Triangles offer the highest degree of flexibility to
approximate a curved surface and to adapt on geometric constraints. Triangles are
the actually supported type of polygons for accelerated graphics hardware that allows powerful realtime rendering of objects.

2. The triangles should be as equiangular as possible, so that the mesh offers a high degree of possible deformation before any two edges intersect.
3. The triangle mesh approximates the surface described by scan data with a limited
number of nodes. Limited because of performance considerations.
4. The animation lines induce a partition of the surface into regions-of-interest. The
approximation error of the surface in a region depends on its importance (e.g. mouth
is more important than rear skull).
5. The surface of some of these regions may either be heavily enlarged or receive very
detailed deformation during animation. Additional nodes have to be placed into these regions.
6. The mesh will have to contain holes (mouth, eyes) and interfaces so that it can be
connected with other partial meshes.
7. A system of animation lines will have to be approximated by sequences of edges
(Figure 3).
8. Whenever possible, triangles have to be placed in successive layers along animation
lines. This mesh structure allows smooth surface deformation for skin-like elastic
surface behavior.
The relative importance of the single requirements depends on the application and may
change in special cases.

 0REPARATION OF !NIMATION /RIENTED -ESHING
A meshing algorithm for a non-interactive generation of a figure’s animation mesh
would have to take as input the figure’s shape information and an abstract description of
the figure’s animated expressions. In practice, it is impossible to abstractely define the
figure’s entire animation and subsequently create an optimized animation mesh. Subtle
deformations of a figure’s surface can only be expressed based on well defined geometric
transformations of individual mesh nodes along the time axis. An animation optimized
mesh already has to be available before it can come to the description of subtle surface
animation.
The operator has to span this information gap at the mesh creation stage. Our observation that the properties of a mesh that is optimized for animation can be described by
means of animation lines is leading to an interactive approach for mesh creation. The
concept of animation lines and induced regions-of-interest is quite intuitive. The operator
sketches the lines on the figure's scanned surface. The animation lines also serve to define
the REGIONS. Several lines intersect and enclose regions. The regions are automatically
identified. The operator assigns relative node density values to each of the regions. At this
stage, all necessary external information for the algorithmic creation of a first mesh is
provided. An algorithm performs the meshing of each region individually. The operator
can alter some mesh parameters and redo a region's mesh. Interactively, an experienced
operator is quickly able to create an optimum mesh. The following paragraphs describe
the approach in more detail.

 4HE $OMAIN
The meshing domain consists of the 3D laser scan data. Due to the scan geometry the
data is organized on a 512 times 512 unfold surface grid of a cylinder. In other words, the
data set is a discrete 2D-function that maps two cylindrical coordinates - scanning angle
and the vertical laser position - to a floating point depth value. The data points can be
characterized as 2.5D-pixels. Due to the nature of the scanning data, 2D meshing algorithms may produce working surface meshes.

 0ROCESSING !NIMATION ,INES
The user interface for sketching the animation lines displays the scanned figure’s texture. This allows the operator to navigate on the surface. A 3D-view of the object is offering
additional control of the line’s positions. The lines are curves in 3D on the object’s surface.
The decomposition of the domain into regions that are defined by intersecting animation lines can be performed algorithmically. The lines are split into line SEGMENTS that connect either two intersection points, one intersection point and an animation line’s endpoint
or two endpoints. Several line-segments may have common endpoints. A region’s data
structure contains references to a cyclic sequence of line segments and possible internal
segments (Figures 2,3).
For a single connected system of line segments, the region-analysis is straightforward.
The detection of additional internal line segments inside a region may require more advanced topological analysis or user interaction.
Throughout the process, the data structures will have to be carefully designed in order
to clearly manage segments shared by two regions and segment’s endpoints that are shared
by arbitrarily many regions.
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Figure 2: System of initialized segments
a,..,h forming the regions A,...,D.

Figure 3: Regions in a figure’s face. Some
regions have internal segments.

 3URFACE -ESHING "OUNDARY )NITIALIZATION
The basic step of meshing a region is to initialize its boundary with nodes and connecting edges. For the meshing, each line segment is replaced by a sequence of edges
fulfilling the following requirements:

1. The segments’ endpoints are the endnodes of the sequence of edges. Shared endpoints of neighbored segments cause shared endnodes of their sequences of edges.
2. The sequence of edges approximates the segment-curve sufficiently well (adaptive
boundary initialization).
3. The edge length on a segment will have to conform to the typical edge length parameters for the future meshes in both neighbored regions. The edge length for internal segments will have to conform to the future surounding mesh. Otherwise, sudden
strong changes in edge length will lead to malformed triangles in the animation
mesh.
The simple approach for boundary initialization is to place the nodes equidistantly
with respect to a discrete arc length measure in the 512x512 domain. The total arc length
of the segment is calculated as a sum of the cartesian distances between subsequent curve
pixels in the discrete 2.5D-domain. The total arc length is divided by the intended distance between subsequent nodes. In order to include the segment's endpoints, the intended
distance is reduced to the next value that allows equidistant edges over the segment-curve.
The goal of adaptive meshing (node density is a function of the local level of detail)
includes adaptive boundary initialization. A better approximation of the boundary segments can be achieved by increasing the node density in presence of high curvature [9].
Definition 1: #URVATURE OF A ,INE IN $

Let F : I = [A, B] → 2 3 be parameterized to arc length S ∈ I and the second deri vative exists and S1 ∈ I, then K ( S1 ) = F ’’( S1 ) is the curvature of F at S1 .

Coming up with a curvature based method of node placement on a segment-curve is
less straightforward than one might expect. The optimization problem is very constrained.
Based on curvature information, the position of a relatively small number of nodes has to
be altered, while keeping the edge length within bounds. Any attempt of placing nodes on
the curve's extreme points will violate the need of conforming edge lengths. Coming up
with a modified density function to place the nodes is inadequate for short segments with
less than 10 nodes. An optimal solution is still open.

 3URFACE -ESHING WITH AN !DVANCING &RONT
 "ASIC !LGORITHM
The meshing of the regions is performed by an ADVANCING FRONT algorithm [7] that is
known to produce meshes with successive layers of triangles. The initialized region's
boundary forms the initial front. In every iteration a new triangle is constructed by adding
two new edges on some front edge. An update operation for the front replaces the front
edge with the newly created triangle edges. The unmeshed region has shrunk and may
break down into multiple shrinking regions that are defined by independent COMPONENTS
of the front. Finally, the unmeshed region will disappear like a melting ice block. The
meshed region remains.

The front C is defined by a set of connected, directed, simple, planar and subsequent
edges. Multiple edges may share common nodes. The successor and predecessor of an
edge is uniquely determined (Figure 4):
Definition 2: 5NIQUE 3UCCESSOR OF AN %DGE

Given three edges E, F, G with a common node E.dest = G.orig = F.orig,
succ(E) = F is uniquely determined iff
ANGLE( %. ORIG, & . ORIG, & . DEST ) = max ANGLE( %. DEST , + . ORIG, + . DEST ).
+ ∈{& ,' , ( }

The reachability of an edge by a sequence of successive edges is an equivalence relation. The corresponding equivalence class is defining the components of a front.
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Figure 4: (a) Multiply connected region with initialized front made up from
three components. (b) 12 iterations have taken place. Two nodes A,B have
been added to the domain. Two components form two subregions. F is the
successing edge of E.

By convention, the unmeshed region can be found left of an edge. This allows to
maintain one formalization of the unmeshed region, even when it breaks down to multiple
shrinking regions in the meshing process. At all stages the unmeshed region is the union
of all interiors INTERIOR C(E) of all components C(E) of the front C (Figure 4).
In an iteration step of the advancing front algorithm a new edge is selected at random.
Two candidate nodes are considered for the creation of a new triangle. The NEW CANDIDATE
node is introduced to form a new triangle of ideal equiangular shape. The EXISTING CANDI
DATE node is chosen from the set of existing front nodes to offer an alternative triangle that
knits well with the existing mesh.
An efficient strategy for determining a suitable existing node and for prefering one of
both candidate triangles in order to globally optimize mesh quality is based on the CON
STRAINED $ELAUNAY TRIANGULATION (CDT) [10] of the unmeshed region. The constrained
Delaunay triangulation of the current unmeshed region respects the boundary and fills the

region with triangles that respect the MODIFIED EMPTY CIRCUMCIRCLE CRITERIA (equivalent for
constrained Delaunay triangulation).
Definition 3: -ODIFIED #IRCUMCIRCLE #RITERIA

4HE TRIANGLES CIRCUMCIRCLES DO NOT CONTAIN ANY OTHER BOUNDARY NODES THAN THE
VERTICES OF THE TRIANGLES )F THE CIRCUMCIRCLE CONTAINS ANOTHER NODE THEN THE TRIANGLE
IS SEPARATED FROM THAT NODE BY A REQUIRED BOUNDARY EDGE CONSTRAINT 
In an iteration step, the CDT-triangle node opposite to the selected edge is chosen to
be the existing candidate. The empty circumcircle criteria globally maximizes the minimum angles in a triangulation. This way, the best choice is made from the set of existing
nodes that still forms a well shaped triangle. The new candidate node R that can produce
an ideally equiangular triangle is only preferred if this new triangle would still exist in the
CDT of the unmeshed region after adding R. This is an efficient (Figure 5) strategy for
globally optimizing mesh quality. Ideal triangles will only be produced if they do not
cause malformed triangles in later iteration steps.
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Figure 5: FARESTAM [7] proposes the following Delaunay based selection strategy with an
additional candidate node. Determine R, S , the projection of R and S on the bisector of E.
(a) choose R in case S c < R ( S c is the circumcenter of edge E and node S). (b) choose S if

S c > R c . (c) for S c ∈[R , R c ] , a smoother gradation of triangle sizes can be achieved by
choosing R if R < S c < ,1 , S c if ,1 < S c < ,2 and S if ,2 < S c . Experimental results
lead to ,1 = 0.8 and ,2 = 0.4 .

 %XTENSION OF THE $ !DVANCING &RONT !LGORITHM
In a simple approach, all geometric calculations for the advancing front method take
place in the discrete 512x512 domain. Later the mesh nodes are mapped onto the object’s
surface.
Four extensions to the simple meshing algorithm in 2D have been formulated and
investigated. One extension deals with the creation of well formed triangles in 3D. Two
extensions also tackle the goal of adaptive meshing. User interaction is the last extension.

4.2.1 Adaptive Approach: Meshing in Transformation Space
Adaptive meshing is guided by the local surface curvature. The overhead to numerically calculate the local surface curvature of the object in order to come up with a modified metrics for all geometric calculations within the advancing front algorithm appeared
to be unsupportable. Attempts have been made instead to globally transform the 512x512
domain into a curvature corrected 512x512 domain. The idea is to perform meshing in the
transformed domain and to map the nodes back in order to increase node density in areas
of high curvature. A simple discrete approximation of the maximums surface curvature is
calculated by means of the angles formed by the local pixel and two neighbor pixels.

4.2.2 3D-Extension: Rotative Construction
The meshing results of the simple 2D approach
are
mapped on the 2.5D surface. In steep areas with
B
unmeshed region
surface normals very different to the laserscan beam
(e.g. nose, chin), the simple mapping is causing
R
p
heavy distortions in edge lengths and triangle shape.
E1
δ
q
In order to improve triangle shape in these areas,
M
a numerical method to calculate the new candidate
node R is introduced.
E2
An ideal triangle is constructed vertically (with
meshed region
respect to scan direction) on top of the selected
A
edge. It is rotated around the edge until the distance
Figure 6: The edge AB is visited. A
of R to the surface is minimized (Figure 6). The
new candidate node is constructed by
position of R can only be calculated numerically
rotating an ideal triangle until the
because the surface is explicitly given as a set of
surface is reached.
data samples.
The geometric calculations for this operation are straightforward.
scan beam

4.2.3 Rotative Construction with adapting Edge Length
Whenever the center of a rotatively constructed triangle has a distance to the surface
above a certain value, the new candidate R is deleted and the rotation will be repeated
with a new triangle with reduced edge length.

 User Interaction
The operator supervises the mesh creation process. With each run, the random selection strategy in the advancing front iteration is producing slightly different meshes. The
operator may repeat the meshing until the result is most satisfactory. Besides, he may alter
the region’s edge length parameter.
In a post processing step, he is free to manipulate the position of single nodes to achieve further improvements.

 2ESULTS
The simple 2D approach is already capable of producing a working face mesh with
respected animation lines. However, twodimensional meshing fails in steep areas (see
Figure 7).
For meshing in transformation space it has not been feasible to come up with a sound
curvature based global transformation. The distortions in length and angle - both measures for triangle quality - are too heavy with a transformation from one discrete rectangular
512x512 domain into another.

Figure 7: Mesh generated with 2D-meshing.

Figure 8: Rotative construction of new
candidates can improve mesh quality on
the flanks.

Rotative construction with adapting edge length increases node density in areas with high
surface curvature and offers a further slight improvement of the surface approximation
(Figure 8).

 #ONCLUSION
The test implementations have shown that the idea of an interactive meshing software
based on the concept of animation lines is a promising approach for the efficient generation of animation meshes. Future work will have to include three fields: (1) The initialization of closely neighbored segments has to interact. (2) A true 3D meshing algorithm can
significantly improve mesh quality. (3) The coarse discrete domain has to be replaced.
In special cases, when the segments that define a region are closely neighbored, the
regular initialization can make it virtually impossible to create well shaped triangles in the
domain. A simple solution is to split the segments edges and to perform meshing at half
the intended edge length. A alternative way that does not cut down the mesh’s geometric
scale is to perform interdependent initialization on neighbored segments. It remains to
investigate whether a modified Laplace smoothing [11] method can solve this task. The

smoothing is applied to the segment’s initial nodes. The node relaxation is limited to
positions on the underlying segment-curve.
The rotative construction of new candidate nodes and the boundary initialization are
the only 3D extensions to the 2D advancing front algorithm. The decision between the
candidates and the Delaunay triangulation of the meshed and unmeshed region are based
on 2D metrics and may cause malformed triangles. CHEW [8] describes a formulation of
the empty circumcircle criteria for curved surfaces. His algorithm for adaptive constrained
Delaunay surface meshing performs a topological decomposition of the domain. Advancing front methods perform an elementwise decomposition that may cause poorer results
in small regions with strong geometrical constraints.
Finally, the discrete 512x512 domain is too coarse to define small triangles in steep
areas. It is necessary to interpolate a continuous domain. A discrete representation of
animation lines does not allow proper discrete curvature analysis. A B-spline representation of the segments assures scale invariance and allows analytic curvature estimation for
boundary initialization.
Future iterative methods of mesh optimization will automatically adapt the underlying
animation mesh to the operator’s successive refinements of abstract animation
expressions.
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